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I. MARXISM IN THE MEIJI PERIOD 

It was at the beginning of the twentieth century that there emerged 

among the Japanese men who accepted the thought of Marx, and that 

Marxism first took root in Japan. But Marxism did not extend its 
roots in Japanese society unhampered. Its growth in Japan was a com-

plicated, circuitous process fraught with hardships. And the role that 

Marxism has played in the modern history of Japan, the balance sheet 

of its contributions to Japanese politics and culture, has been conditioned 

by that process of complications and vicissitudes. 

Japanese capitalism proceeded to develop at a rapid pace after the 

Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), but when serious social inequality result-

ed from this capitalistic development, intellectuals appeared who, fixing 

their attention on this consequence and seeking a means to establish 

social justice, were deeply interested in socialism. In 1897 an Association 

for the Study of Socialism (Shakai-shugi kenkynkai ,'~'T~~･E~~~~~~1;~~~') with 

the objectives of studying " the principles of socialism and the advisability 

of their application in Japan " was established by Murai Tomoyoshi ~f~P 

~~l~;, Abe Isoo :~~~~1S~~~~, Kinoshita Naoe (Shok~) 7i~T ~i~C, Katayama Sen 

;tLLI~~~, K~toku Denjir~ (Shiisui) ~~7~~,*~~:7~~~~ and others, and study of various 

trends in Western socialism was begun. The members of the society 
were democrats but as yet not socialists. A11 were Christian Humanists 

except K~toku who was a spokesman of the left wing in the Popular 
Rights Movement. In the same year Takano Fusatar~ ~l*'~~J~~~~;;1~~~, Kata-

yama Sen and others formed the As~ociation for the Establishment of 

Labour Unions. (R~d~ kumiai kiseikai ~i~{~j',~･~iA~ ~1~~~~= ) under whose guidance 

a succession of unions was established and the labour movement begun. 

The standpoint of Takano and Katayama, however, was that of Reformism. 

and they aimed only at fostering industrial progress and harmony 
between capital and labour through labour unions ; under their leader-

ship the unions possessed no radical eharacter. In 1900, however, 
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the government, in order to put all mass activities under police control, 

enacted and ~.ut into effect the Chian keisatsu ho ~~~:~~~~~~~~ (public 

Safety and Police Law) and "destroyed" the inLant unions "as if shatter-

ing something with a hammer."I In the early part of 1900, slightly 
prior to the enforcement of the Public Safety and Police Law, the Asso-

ciation for the Study of Socialism in addition to adding new members, 

among them Sakai Toshihiko (Kosen) ~if~lj~~, and revising its name to the 

Socialist Society (Shakai-shugi kyokai ,~T~~'E~~~i~~), changed its character 

and became a group "with the objective of putting socialism into practice 

in Japan." This indicates that those who had gathered in the Association 

for the Study of Socialism had begun to swing to the Socialist viewpoint, 

but does not mean that they had as yet definitely become socialists. It 

was with the enactment of the Public Safety and Police Law that they 

clearly assumed the posture of socialists. That law was a great shock 

to the members of the Socialist Society. To these men, deeply concerned 

with the wretched circumstances of the workers and seeking the abolition 

of social inequality, this law seemed to close off any prospect for the 

resolution of these problems. Pressed to decide on a yes or no position 

towards a state and society which barred the possibility of democratic 

reform, they had to elect to take the position of socialists in order to 

stand up to the authority of the state. In other words, the democratic 

intellectuals who made up the Socialist Society, rather than having 

arrived at the standpoint of socialism through the internal evolution 

of their democratic thought, became " premature " socialists through the 

force of circumstance. 

In this manner, with the year 1900 marking the epoch, the Socialist 

Movement was begun, and in 1901 the Shakai minshutO ~~~~~~･~;~~~~ (Social 
Democratic Party) was formed by a group of members of the Socialist 

Society. But this party was banned and forced to dissolve as soon as 

it was formed. The Public Safety and Police Law impelled the inception 

of the Socialist Movement but at the same time tore away the Move-
ment's legal rights to political activity. Thus at the outset, the Socialist 

Movement, unable to develop a base in an organized nrass move~nent, 
was compelled to confine itself to propaganda and enlightenment activities 

as a social thought movement comprised of but a few intellectuals. But 

despite such dif~cult conditions, from 1901 onward these few socialist 

intellectuals continued to vigorously expand their activities in such ways 

* Okochi Kao ;~~rF~~-;~, " Niho~ *o shakai-shugi " ~ ~;c),~'T~~'E~~~, i~ Okochi ed., 

Shakai-shugi ,~T~l:~~;~ (So*ialism), Gendai Nihon shis5 taikei ~:f~; ~ ~;,E~l*~!~~;~~i~ (Outline 

of J*panese Modern Thoughts). Vol. 15, Tokyo, Chikuma-shobo, 1963, p. 14. 
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as co-operating with the democrats, speaking out publicly in opposition 

to the approaching war with Russia (1904-1905), and grappling with the 

problem of universal suffrage. And they did not cease their courageous 

cries of opposition to the war until its end. 

In the thought of the Meiji socialists flowed currents of various 

socialist trends. They adopted these various socialist trends in seeking 

to elucidate the facts of social inequality and in order to overcome the 

"gap between rich and poor" which destroys the harmony between man 
and nature. And in their socialist thought Marxism played an important 

role. K6toku and Sakai, in particular, became Marxists through develop-

ing their own thought. Of course, theirs was a Marxism informed with 

Positivism and Economism, under the influence of the Second Inter-
national, and they accepted only such aspects of the thought of Marx as 

the theory of surplus value, the class struggle thesis, and the materialist 

view of history (as understood in Economism). In the Japan of those 

times the intellectual conditions for grasping Marxism in its over-all 

living unity did not exist. 

Wrth the capture of the masses by the " young " and " vivid " (to 

borrow Lenin's phrases) capitalism of a Japan victorious in its war with 

Russia and with the beginning of the accommodation of the people on 
their own accord to the Tennosei ~~:~~~Ij (Emperor System) state, the social-

ists found themselves isolated from the mass of the people. The socialist 

group had bifurcated into Marxists and Christian Socialists, and in the 

face of the isolation of the socialists, the Christian Socialists ended up 

severing completely their connexion with the Movement. Under such 
conditions, when the government adopted a somewhat more conciliatory 

policy, the Marxian socialists formed the Nihon Shakaite; ~ ~~/~T~~'~~ 

(Japan Socialist Party) in 1906, but this party in its Second Convention 

in the following year confronted a serious crisis of disintegration arising 

from a division of opinion regarding the tactical question of " parlia-

mentary policy " or "direct action." K~toku DenjirO, who had watched 

the 1905 Russlan revolutton closely advocated " direct action " on the 

model of the Socialist Revolutionaries in Russia. But by no means was 

he here abandoning Marxism and opposing the Second International. 
Rather, perceiving clearly that the parliamentary emphasis policy of the 

mainstream of the Second International was a degeneration into Reform-

ism, he insisted on " direct action " for the sake of accomplishing the 

revolution.2 As against Katayama Sen who had forgotten the revolution 

Refer to Asukai Masamichi ~~~~~~~p~li~~~:, "Meiji shakai-shugi no kiketsu" R~1~~~J~'T~~~~EE:~~ 

c)~~~{~ (Consequences of the Socialism in the Meiji Era), Shiso ,E~*~!., No. 524 (Feb., 1963). 








































